OGSDC Champ Show 22nd Feb

Judge Dennis Vessey (UK)

Many thanks to the Otago German Shepherd Dog Club for the invitation to judge at their special 40th
anniversary Championship Show. It was indeed a privilege and an honour. I was presented with a
splendid large ring and was supported by my capable duo of steward Steve Proctor and stenographer
Maureen Mullany. Extended thanks also to Margaret Fergusson and Liz Wilkinson and last bit certainly
not least, Gavin and Carol Black for being such great hosts during my stay.
Universally the overall quality of the females appears to be higher than the males and this was indeed the
case in New Zealand.
Te main issues were oversize, short and or steep croups and upper arms. However, uniformity of type was
excellent, especially the Open Bitch class, an excellent class throughout, were most, along with several
other female class exhibits were of a standard that could compete successfully in mainland Europe.
My thanks t the breeders and exhibitors for the opportunity to assess some excellent quality specimens of
our breed. I wish them all the very best with their future breeding programmes.
Unless otherwise stated all exhibits were of the colour black and tan. Only one with a temperament failing
and again one with a dentition problem – this being extra premolars. All males presented were entire.

LONG STOCK COAT
Puppy Dog
1:

Hundmeister I’m In DIsguise
PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE (Imp Ger to Aus)

Very Promising
CH HUNDMEISTER ALL ABOUT ME

9 months, upper medium size, medium strong, masculine head and expressive, right ear yet to firm,
normal wither, correct back, croup slightly short, correct in the forehand, correct leg length, clean
underline, very good hindquarters, stands straight in the front and the rear, sound away, elbows yet to
firm, steady side action, could be a little freer in the front reach and slightly firmer in the loin during
movement at this stage of development.

Intermediate Dog
1:

Westfield Vendetta
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Excellent
CH OAKWAY IRRESISTABLE

2 years 6 months, top size, middle strength, masculine head with good expression, good ears, eyes
could be darker, defined withers, correct back, croup could be slightly longer, upper arm could be
slightly longer, correct foreleg length, clean underline, very good hindquarter, straight when viewed
from the front and rear, sound away, elbows yet to firm, good steady side action with good forward
reach, could be slightly firmer in the loin on the move.
2:

Brojan Ultimate Storm
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Very Good
BROJAN KENTUCKY ROSE

2 years 1 month, upper medium size and strength, medium strong head with good expression, correct
ears, normal wither, correct back, good croup whch could be slightly longer, correct in the forehand,
correct foreleg length, clean underline with correct hind angulations, stands clean in the front, slightly
cow hocked in the rear although moves soundly away, his elbows have yet to firm, correct steady side
action with good forward reach but a little unco-ordinated as the class proceeded.

Open Dog
1:

Reichund ACDC
CH REICHUND MEET YA MAKER

Excellent
REICHUND ORR-SOME

6 years 5 months, large male with a masculine head, good expression, normal wither, good back,
croup is short and could be better angled as could the upper arm, correct leg length, clean underline,
good hindquarter, stands correct in front, cow hocked in the rear, moves close away, elbows could be
tighter, steady side action, good forward reach, could be slightly firmer in the hindquarter on the
move.

Junior Bitch
1:

Delgarda Fancy Pants
ZAMB VOM SCHWARZAUGEN (IMP MACEDONIA)

Very Good
ASTASIA ROMA (IMP AUS)

1 year 2 months, upper medium size and strength, feminine head with good expression, normal
wither, good back, croup is of good length but could be better angled, good forehand, good leg length,
correct underline with good hindquarter, stands straight in the front slightly cow hocked in the rear,
moves slightly close away, straight towards, good side gait and very good forward reach.
4:

Westfield Your Irresistable
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good
CH WESTFIELD SITA

1 year 3 months, upper medium size and strength feminine head with good expression, normal wither,
good back, croup could be of better angle, slightly steep in the upper arm, very good leg length, clean
underline, good hindquarter, stands clean both ways, moves soundly away, elbows need to firm,
moves with steady side action and good forward reach.
3:

Heathcote Katie Perry
USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER TO AUS)

Good
HEATHCOTE FAMOUS STAR

1 year 4months, sable, upper medium size and strength, feminine head with good expression, withers
could be more defined, good back, croup is short, short steep upper arm, good leg length, clean
underline, good hindquarter, stands clean in the front, slightly cow hocked in the rear, moves slightly
close away, the elbows could be firmer, good steady side action with good forward reach.
4:

Reichund Ohso Devius
CH ACARYA QUITE A FAKIR

Good
GLENNKA YANA

1 year 8 months, sable, upper medium size and strength, feminine head with good expression, correct
ears, normal withers, straight back, croup is rather short and could be better angled, correct forehand,
correct leg length, slightly deep in the fore chest, good hindquarter, stands clean in the front, stands
cow hocked in the rear, moves slightly close away and the elbows could be firmer, steady side action
but needs to be more co-ordinated on extended gait.

STOCK COAT
Baby Puppy Dog
1:

Heathcote Lightning Jack

Very Promising
ENG & NZ CH PHILIPP AUS DER NEUENHAUFFSTRASSE (Imp Ger) HEATHCOTE FAMOUS STAR

3 month sable, at this stage of growth he shows very good development, good head, good expression
but ears yet to firm, normal wither, very good back, croup could be slightly longer and better angled,
upper arm is slightly short shows very clean underline, substantial bone, good chest proportions and
leg length, the hindquarter is good, very sound in the hocks, elbows need to be slightly firmer but
normal for this age, steady side gait with correct sequence of steps, shows again for this age very
good firmness.
2:

Pirol von Gavarol
MAC VON DER NORISWAND (IMP GER)

Promising
ZELDA VON GAVAROL

5.75 month medium size, medium strength, good head and expression, the eyes could be darker,
normal wither, good back, croup s rather short, the upper arm is slightly short, has good leg length,
clean underline, adequate hindquarter, stands clean in the front and cow hocked in the rearm hocks
and elbows yet to firm steady side gait with good front reach.

Puppy Dog
1:

Hundmeister Iron Man
PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)

Promising
CH HUNDMEISTER ALL ABOUT ME

9 months, upper medium size and strength, medium strong head which could be more expressive, normal
wither, straight back, croup could be longer, upper arm slightly short, very good leg length, correct
underline, good hindquarter, stands straight in the front and from the rear, goes sound away, elbows yet to
firm good steady side action with good forward reach.

2:

Stykadhen Real Deal
CH REIDHAUS KLIFF

Promising
STYKAHEN GLORIOUS N GOLD

6 months, medium size, medium strength, expressive head where the eyes could be darker, normal
wither, straight back, croup could be longer and of a better angle, upper arm is short and steep,
shows correct leg length, clean underline, adequate hindquarter, stands straight in the front, slightly
cow hocked in the rear and goes slightly close away, elbows are yet to firm ,stead side action and
forward reach.

Junior Dog
1:

Boldova of Taimana
YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good Select
AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS (IMP AUS)

22 months, large, substantial, good head and expression, normal wither, good back, croup could be
slightly better angled, upper arm could be slightly longer, good wither, clean underline, good leg
length, good hindquarter, stands clean in the front and the rear, sound behind, elbows yet to firm,
good steady side action with good forward reach, in the challenge this dog disappointed a little being
uncoordinated at the extended trot but he is still young and in the class a well deserved very good
select.
2:

Unfehlbar Yago
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER

Very Good Select
AMBERG YESSICA

15 months medium size, medium strength, very expressive male with a masculine head, normal
wither, correct back, croup could be of a better length and angle, correct forehand, correct leg length,
clean underline, good hindquarter, stands clean both ways, sound away, elbows yet to firm ,very good
side action with good forward reach.
3:

Cantara Quikstitch
CH USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good
BRADWINS VENUS MOONSHINE

14 months, Upper middle size and strength, good head and expression though the right ear needs to
firm, good wither, good back, good length of croup which could be better angled, slightly steep short
upper arm, very good leg length correct underline, good hindquarter, stands straight in the front,
slightly cow hocked in the rear, moves slightly close from the rear, elbows need to firm, good steady
side gait with full retention of the overline,
4:

Siegerheims Quincy Jones (Imp Aust)
HATTO VON HUHNEGRAB (IMP GER)

Very Good
ZANDRAC MYSTERIOUS WAYS

14 months, medium size, medium strength, expressive, normal wither, correct back, croup is of good
length but could be better angled, upper arm is short and steep, correct leg length, clean underline,
good hindquarter, stands clean front and rear, moves slightly wide away but sound, moves correct
towards, good steady side action.
5:

Westfield Yahoo
FAKIR VOM HENRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good
CH WESTFIELD SITA

15 months, upper middle size and strength, masculine head, normal wither, straight back, croup is of
good length but could be better angled, upper arm is slightly steep, very good leg length correct
underline, good hindquarter, stands lean from front and rear, moves slightly close away but sound,
elbows yet to firm, good steady side action and front reach which was better displayed in the class
than his individual assessment.
6:

Westfield Xiwa
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Good
OAKWAY IRRESISTABLE

15 months, upper medium size and strength, medium strength head with good expression, normal
wither, good back, croup is of good length but could be better angled, slightly steep in the upper arm,
correct leg length, clean underline, good hindquarter, stands clean both ways, sound away, elbows
could be slightly firmer, steady side action and forward reach..
7:

Sonnenschein Eye of Vegas
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Good
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM

20 months, medium size, medium strength, good head but could be more expressive, ears slightly
wide set, good wither, good back, croup is of a good length but could be better angled, upper arm is
slightly short, correct leg length, clean underline, adequate hindquarter, stands clean in the front,
straight in the rear, sound away, elbows yet to firm ,steady side action which could be slightly freer in
the front reach.

Intermediate Dog
1:

Aktahund Take Manhatton
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Excellent
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

2 years 6 months, upper medium size and strength, very good masculine head and expression, good
wither, good back, croup is of good length but could be better angled, good forehand, correct leg
length, clean underline, very good hindquarter, stands straight in the front and rear, sound both
coming and going, good side gait with good forward reach, won this class on his absolute soundness
throughout.
2:

Rahkantra Indian-Brave
RAHKANTRA HIGH AN MIGHTY

Excellent
RAHKANTRA GINA LOLOBRIGIDA

2 years 11 months, upper medium size and strength, mediums strong head with good expression ,
normal wither, good back, croup is of a good length but could be better angled, upper arm is slightly
steep, good leg length, good underline, good hindquarter, stands clean in the front and rear, goes
sound away, elbows need to firm ,good side action with good forward reach.
3:

Elko vom Volkerson
YASSKO OF GREAT SUNRISE KENNELS (IMP TAIWAN)

Very Good
ZOE VOM VOLKERSON

2 years 9 months, middle size and strength, good head and expression, normal withers, good back,
croup could be better angled, upper arm is short and steep, leg length is correct, underline correct,
good hindquarter, stands straight in the front and straight in the rear, sound away, elbows yet to firm,
good steady side action and good forward reach. A little uncoordinated at the extended trot.

New Zealand Bred Dog
1:

Ch Acarya Quite a Fakir
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Excellent
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS (IMP AUS)

3 years 8 months large, good masculine head and expression, normal wither, good back, good length
of croup which could be better angled, very good forehand with good leg length, good underline, good
hindquarter, stands straight in the front, slightly cow hocked in the rear but moves sound both ways,
very good side action with long strides and good follow through. A worthy winner of this country’s
breed dog class.
2:

Hundmeister Im Pepe's Son
PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Promising
CH HUNDMEISTER ALL ABOUT ME

9 months upper medium size, medium strength, medium strong head with good expression, normal
wither, good back, croup is of good length but could be of better angle, slightly steep upper arm, very
good leg length, very correct underline, good hindquarter, stands straight in the front and stands
slightly cow hocked in the rear, moves sound away, elbows yet to firm, good steady side gait which
needs to be more coordinated at this moment in time.
3:

Reidhaus Kliff
YAHOO VON FIDELIUS (IMP GER)

Very Good
REIDHAUS DAJA VU

4 years 4 months, upper medium size and strength, medium strong head with good expression,
normal withers, good back, croup could be longer and of better angle, slightly steep in the upper arm,
good leg length, clean underline, good hindquarter, stands straight in the front, feet are slightly
splayed and could be rounder, stands cow hocked in the rear, moves sound away, moves straight in
the front, good steady side gait with good forward reach, in the class this dog lost coordination after
the extended walk and fast trot.

Open Dog
1:

Toatahi Devils Gait
ENG & NZ CH PHILIPP AUS DER NEUENHAUFFSTRASE (IMP GER)

Excellent
ABYGAL VON ADELFRIED

4 years 2 months, large, strong substantial, good head with dark mask and expression, well defined
wither, good back, good lay and angle of the croup, upper arm could be slightly longer, clean
underline, very good hind angulations, leg length is correct, stands clean in the front and the rear,
moves soundly both coming and going with very good side gait and good forward reach retaining
overall general firmness throughout all speeds in the class.

2:

Acarya Quortda Fakir
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Excellent
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS (IMP AUS)

3 years 7 months, top size, good head and expression, normal wither, firm back which falls sharply to
the croup which is of good length but could be of a better angle, very good forehand assembly clean
underline, good leg length, good hindquarter, stands slightly east west in the front, stands cow hocked
in the rear but moves soundly away with firm elbows, very good side action with excellent forward
reach, without doubt the best extended moving male of the day.
3:

Ch Zetland Mad Max
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER

Excellent
CH ZETLAND HELLFIRE

4 years 9 months, upper middle size and strength, expressive, attentive head and outlook, very good
wither, very good backline, croup is of very good length but could be slightly better angled, very
correct in the forehand, good leg length, clean underline, very good hind angulations, stands clean in
the front, stands cow hocked in the rear, moves close away, firm elbows, very good side gait with very
good forward reach, not in the best show condition and as such lost a little composure and
coordination at the extended trot as the class progressed.

Baby Puppy Bitch
1:

Heathcote Lightning Star

Very Promising
ENG & NZ CH PHILIPP AUS DER NEUENHAUFFSTRASSE (IMP GER) HEATHCOTE FAMOUS STAR

3 months, well balanced and nice proportions for the age, very feminine head with very good
expression, normal wither, good back, croup of good length, at the moment presented with normal
development, upper arm is slightly short, leg length and brisket are ideally balanced, clean underline
and good hindquarter, very well balanced puppy for her age, stands clean in the front, at this moment
in time stands slightly cow hocked, moves very soundly away, elbows have yet to firm, moves with
natural long strides even at this age retaining topline.

Puppy Bitch
1:

Oakway Nortee But Nice
BROJAN SHOCK WAVE

Very Promising
OAKWAT XPERT-TEASE

11 months, upper medium size and strength, very good attentive head and expression, good withers,
good back, croup of good length but could ideally be better angled, good forehand though the upper
arm could be slightly longer, good leg length, clean underline, good hindquarter, stands clean in the
front, stands cow hocked in the rear but moves soundly both coming and going, very good side gait
with good forward reach, very coordinated puppy.
2:

Arkwyn Cover Girl
NINO VON TRONJE (USA)

Very Promising
DER INGOLSTA HELOVA-LADY

7 months, sable, good feminine head, good expression though the eyes could be a little darker, good
wither, good back, good length and lay of croup, upper arm could be slightly longer, very good leg
length, correct underline, good hindquarter angulations, very well balanced puppy, stands straight in
the front and rear, sound both ways, very good side action with good forward reach.
3:

Reichund Reality Bites
PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Promising
ALONDRA OF TAIMANA

7 months, middle size, middle strength, feminine head with good expression, good withers, good
back, croup could be slightly longer, good forehand, good leg length, very good underline, very good
hind angulations, straight in the front and behind, sound away, elbows yet to firm, good side gait with
good forward reach.
4:

Westfield Zara
CH WESTFIELD VENDETTA

Very Promising
CH WESTFIELD KATIE

7 months middle size, middle strength, feminine head with good expression though the eyes could be
darker, good wither, good back, croup is of good length but could be of just slightly better angle, upper
arm is slightly short, correct leg length and underline, very good hindquarter angulations, stands
straight in the front and straight behind, sound both coming and going, good side gait with good
forward reach.

5:

Klausenburg Hallinova
AKTAHUND TAKE MANHATTON

Promising
KLAUSENBURG ESPRESSO

7 months, medium size, medium strength, good feminine head, expressive, normal wither good back,
croup of good length but could be better angled, slightly steep upper arm correct leg length, clean
underline, good hindquarters, stands straight in the front and the rear, sound away and coming, good
side action and good forward reach, but at this moment in time a little uncoordinated on the move.
6:

Hundmeister Ice on Fire
PEPE VON DER ZEINTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)

Promising
CH HUNDMEISTER ALL ABOUT ME

9 months, upper medium size and strength, feminine head and good expression, high wither, good
back, croup could be longer, upper arm slightly short, very good leg length, clean underline, good hind
angulations, stands straight in the front and behind, sound away, elbows yet to firm, good side gait
with forward reach, just needs to retain a little more harmony on the move.
7:

Hundmeister Iron Lady
PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)

Promising
CH HUNDMEISTER ALL ABOUT ME

9 months, upper medium size and strength, good feminine head which could show more expression,
normal wither, good back, croup could be longer, upper arm is slightly short and steep, correct leg
length, very clean underline, good hind angulations, stands straight in the front and behind, sound
away, elbows yet to firm, steady side gait.
6:

Von Hefner Me Myself N' I
MAC VON DER NORISWAND (IMP GER)

Promising
QUANTANA VON GAVAROL

9 months, top size, good head and expression, normal withers, good back, croup of good length but
could be better angled, good leg length, clean underline, upper arm is slightly short and steep, good
hindquarter, stands straight in front and rearm sound away, elbows yet to firm, steady side gait.
7:

Klausenburg Hurricane Bay
AKTAHUND TAKE MANHATTON

Promising
KLAUSENBURG ESPRESSO

6 months 1 week, sable, just medium size and strength, feminine head with good expression, normal
wither, good back, croup could be of better length, upper arm is short and steep, good leg length,
correct underline with very good hind angles, stands straight in the front and in the rear, sound both
coming and going, steady side action.
8:

Hundmeister Its All About Me
PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)

Promising
CH HUNDMEISTER ALL ABOUT ME

9 months, upper medium size and strength, feminine head with good expression, normal wither, good
back, croup is of good length but could be better angled, upper arm is slightly short and steep, very
good leg length, clean underline, good hind angulations, stands straight in the front and in the rear,
sound away, elbows to firm, good steady side action , could be more self assured.

Junior Bitch
1:

Toatahi Ride The Lightning
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER)

Very Good Select
CH TOATAHI OUTRAGEOUS FORTUNE

1 year 4 months, over medium size and strength, feminine head though the right ear could be a little
firmer, she shows very good expression with attentive outlook, good withers, good back, very well
angled croup which could be slightly longer, slightly steep upper arm, clean underline, good
hindquarter, good leg length, moves slightly close but sound away with very good side gait, forward
reach and hind thrust retaining overall firmness and balance on the move.
2:

Aktahund All Taken
CH OAKWAY QUIZ MASTER

Very Good Select
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

1 year 4 months, upper medium size, feminine with very attentive head and expression, well defined
wither, good back, well moulded croup which could be slightly better angled, upper arm is slightly
short and steep, shows good forehand assembly, very correct length of foreleg, clean underline, good
hind angulations, stands straight front and rear, sound coming and going, very good side action with
correct forward reach and hind thrust.

3:

Vonlovatt Boddaycious
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Good Select
CH OLDFIELDS KARLY

1 year 5 months, above medium size and strength, attentive feminine head with good expression,
good wither, good back croup is of good length but could be of better angle, slightly short upper arm,
very correct underline and leg length, good hind angles, stands straight in the front and rear, slightly
close but sound away, sound coming, very good side gait and forward reach with matching hind
thrust.
4:

Oakway Mix It Up
KANTENNA HUNTER (IMP AUS)

Very Good Select
OAKWAY MAK'IN IT BIG

1 year 1 month, sable, top size, good feminine head and expression, good wither, good back, good
length of croup but could be of better angle, good forehand, good leg length, correct underline, very
good hind angulations, sound away, elbows yet to firm, very good side action and forward reach with
good follow through, in hr individual assessment this young female appeared lethargic,, she ike most
of the other exhibits was shown the previous day and maybe this could have been the reason,
however as the class progressed she did enough to justify a Very Good Select grading.
5:

Sonnenschein Empress Pam
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Good
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM

1 year 9 months, upper medium size and strength, strong yet feminine head, good withers and back,
croup of good length but could be of a better angle, upper arm is slightly short and steep, correct leg
length, good underline, good hind angulations, stands straight in the front and rear, slightly close
away but sound, elbows need to firm , very good side gait with good forward reach.
6:

Booty Call of Taimana
YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good
AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS (IMP AUS)

1 year 10 months, upper medium size and strength, feminine head and good expression, good wither
and back, croup of good length but could be of better angle, upper arm is slightly short and steep,
good leg length, clean underline, good hind angulations, stands straight in the front and the rear,
slightly close but sound away, elbows yet to firm, very good side gait and front reach.
7:

Stykadhen Just Indii
CH REIDHAUS KLIFF

Very Good
STYKADHEN GLORIOUS N GOLD

1 year, medium size, medium strength, feminine head, normal wither, good back, croup is short and
steep, upper arm could be longer, very good leg length, underline and hind angles, stands straight
front and rear, sound coming and going, very good side action with good forward reach.
8:

LaRycia Its Complicated
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Good
CH LARYCIA ELUSIVE DREAM

1 year, middle size, medium strength, feminine head, good expression, good wither, good back, croup
could be longer, upper arm is short, good leg length, correct underline, good hind angles, stands
straight front and rear, sound both ways, good side action with good forward reach.
9:

LaRycia Its Meant To Be
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Good
CH LARYCIA ELUSIVE DREAM

1 year, medium size, medium strength with feminine head and expression, normal wither, good back,
good length of croup but could be of better angle, slightly steep upper arm, maintains good overall
forehand with correct underline, good hindquarter angulations, good foreleg, stands straight front and
rear, sound coming and going, good side action and good forward reach.
10:

Khayem Maskenspiel (Imp Aus)
YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER (IMP GER)

Very Good
LILLI VOM TROMPETERSPRUNG (IMP GER)

1 year 8 months, top size, feminine head and expression, good wither, good back, good length of
croup which could be of better angle, upper arm is slightly short and steep, very good leg length,
clean underline, good hind angulations, stands straight in the front and the rear, slightly close away,
elbows yet to firm, good side action with forward reach.
13:

Klausenburg G-Know-Me
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Good
KLAUSENBURG DAWN-RAIDER

1 year 6 months, sable, medium size, medium strength, feminine head, normal withers and back,
croup could be of better angle, clean underline, good hind angles, stands straight in the front and the
rear, sound coming and going, good side gait.

10:

Sonnenschein Envy Me
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Good
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM

20 months, top size with good head and expression, normal wither, good back, good length of croup
but could be better angled, upper is slightly short, correct leg length, clean underline, good
hindquarters, slight hook in tail detracts, stands straight in front and cow hocked from behind, sound
away, elbows yet to firm, very steady side action.
11:

Sundaneka Viva la Vida (Imp Aus)
USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER TO AUS)

Good
SUNDANEKA BONNIE BELL

1 year 6 months, upper medium size and strong feminine head, normal wither, good back, good
length of croup which could be of better angle, slightly short steep upper arm, clean underline, very
good hindquarter angulations, stands straight in the front and the rear, sound going and coming, very
steady side gait where the front reach could be freer.
12:

Heathcote Katie Girl
CH USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER TO AUS)

Good
HEATHCOTE FAMOUS STAR

1 year 4 months, top size, feminine head which could be more expressive, normal wither, good back,
croup could be longer and better angled, slightly short and steep upper arm, good leg length, good
underline, adequate hind angulations, stands straight in the front and cow hocked in the rear, elbows
need to firm, close away, very steady side gait.

Intermediate Bitch
1:

Aktahund Take A Moment
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Excellent
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

2 years 6 months sable, medium size, medium strength, very good feminine head with attentive
outlook, good wither and back, good lay of croup which could be of a better angle, correct in
forequarter, good leg length, clean underline, very good hind angles, stands straight in the front and
slightly cow hocked in the rear, goes slightly close but sound away, firm elbows, very good side action
with very good forward reach and excellent hind thrust retaining firmness throughout.
2:

Oakway Just-a-Tease
KANTENNA HUNTER (IMP AUS)

Excellent
OAKWAY XPERT-TEASE

2 years 5 months, medium size female, very good head and outlook feminine, good withers, good
back, croup could be longer, correct forehand assembly, good leg length, good underline, good
hindquarter angulations, stands straight in the front and the rear, sound away, elbows could be firmer,
very good side action with good forward reach, the loin could be firmer when on the move.
3:

Sonnenschein Dequila
EROS VOM FRANKENGOLD (IMP GER)

Very Good
SONNENSCHEIN COS I AM

2 years 11 months, top size, feminine head and expression, normal wither, good back, good length of
croup which could be of better angle, slightly steep in upper arm, good leg length, good underline,
good hind angulations, stands clean front and rear, close away, elbows need to firm, good side action
and good forward reach, not as coordinated on the move as the two females in front of her today but
nevertheless an excellent 3rd place.

New Zealand Bred Bitch
1:

Aktahund Take That
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Excellent
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

2 years 6 months, upper medium size and strength, feminine head with good expression, good
withers, good back, good length of croup which could be better angled, upper arm short and steep,
leg length correct, underline is correct. Good hind angles, stands straight in front and rear, straight
coming and going, shown out of coat, she displayed very good side action with good forward reach
and hind thrust.

2:

Aktahund True Story
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Excellent
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

2 years 6 months, sable, medium size, medium strength, good feminine head and expression, normal
withers, good back, croup could be better angled, upper arm slightly short and steep, very good leg
length, good underline, very good hind angulations, stands straight in front and rear, sound both
coming and going with very good side action displaying very good forward reach and hind thrust.
3:

Acarya Quick Fakir
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Excellent
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS

3 years 7 months, top size female with strong yet feminine head, good wither, good back, good la of
croup which could be better angled, correct in the forehand, clean underline, good leg length and
good hind angulations, stands straight in the front and rear, moves straight coming and going, very
good side action with good forward reach and hind thrust.
4:

Aktahund True That
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Very Good
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

2 years 7 months, sable, top size, feminine head, good expression, normal wither, good back, croup
is short and steep, very correct in the forehand, correct leg length, correct underline, very good
hindquarter, stands straight front and rear, moves sound both ways, very steady side action.
5:

Quantana von Gavarol

Very Good
ENG & NZ CH PHILIPP AUS DER NEUENHAUFFSTRASSA (IMP GER) OAKWAY YUREK'A

5 years, upper medium size and strength, feminine head, good dark mask with good expression, good
wither, good back, croup could be slightly longer, very good forehand assembly, very good leg length,
a little tucked up in the underline with good hind angles, sound coming and going, good side gait, runs
low at the extended trot and loses retention of the withers.

Open Bitch
1:

Ch Toatahi Outrageous Fortune

Excellent
ENG & NZ CH PHILIPP AUS DER NEUENHAUFFSTRASSE (IMP GER) ABYGAL VON ADELFRIED

5 years 8 months, top size female, good feminine head with attentive expression, good wither, good
back, croup could be longer, upper arm could be slightly longer, good leg length, clean underline, very
good hindquarter, stands straight front and rear, sound coming and going, very good side action with
good forward reach and hind thrust retaining excellent general firmness, harmony and balance
throughout.
2:

Aktahund Keep Takin All
KANTENNA HUNTER (IMP AUS)

Excellent
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

4 years 1 month, sable, medium size, medium strength, feminine head, good expression, good wither,
good back, croup is of good length but could be slightly longer, upper could be slightly longer , good
leg length, clean underline, good hind angles, very good side gait with good forward reach and hind
thrust, she excelled more as the class progressed.
3:

Klausenburg Espresso
ENG & NZ CH PHILIP AUS DER NEUENHAUFFSTRASSE (IMP GER)

Excellent
KLAUSENBURG CAPPUCCINO

6 years 4 months, sable, upper middle size and strength, feminine head, good expression, good
wither, good back, croup is of good length but could be slightly longer, upper arm could be slightly
longer, good leg length, clean underline, good hind angles, very good side gait with good forward
reach and hind thrust, se excelled more as the class progressed.
4:

Oldfields Kelly
STATTLICH GOLD RUSH

Excellent
SEIGEN NEXT EDITION (IMP AUST)

7 years 8 months, upper medium size and strength, feminine head, good expression, normal wither,
good back, croup is long but could be better angles, good forehand, good leg length, clean underline,
good hindquarter stands straight in front and rear, sound both coming and going, very good side gait
with good forward reach maintaining very good overall firmness for her age, a well deserved 4th
position
5:

Bradwins Venus Moonshine
OB CH & CH BRADWINS SLY HIGHLANDER CDX

Excellent
CH ICCARA PANACHE (IMP AUS)

7 years, upper medium size and strength, very good feminine head and expression, normal wither,
good back, croup is of good length but could be bettered angled, good forehand, correct leg length,

correct underline, very good hind angles, stands straight in front and rear, sound both coming and
going, very good side action and good forward reach, could be slightly firmer in the loin on the move
but for her age a credit to the owners of this excellent female.
6:

Ch Acarya Quick Fire
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Excellent
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS

3 years 7 months, upper medium size and strength, feminine head and expression, normal wither,
good back, croup could be better angled, upper arm is slightly short and steep, correct underline, very
good leg length, good hindquarter, stands straight front and rear, slightly close away, elbows need to
firm, very good side action with very good forward reach.
7:

Ch Hundmeister All About Me
AUS CH KWINT VOM JUERIKSTALL (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Excellent
STATTLICH HALEYS COMET

5 years 11 months, top size female, feminine head, could be more expressive, normal wither, good
back, croup of good length but could be better angled, correct forehand, good length of croup, clean
underline, good hind angles, stands straight front and rear, sound away, elbows need to firm, very
good side gait with good forward reach.

